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As you may know, Sunday the 20th ofMay brings an annular eclipse of thesun, visible in parts of the southwesternUS. Here in Denver the spectacle will meltbuildings and drive men MAD  Aieeah!Wait. No, it won't be that bad. But it stillinvolves caution and preparation to seesafely. The ring offire of an annularsun is still verypowerful. Theunfiltered or unprojected sight ofthe annular sun can severly burn your eye,so be careful. Especially keep track of thekids who, while they're wrestling eachother to get to the eyepiece, might knockthe filter off your scope; and don't let themlook at it with binoculars either! Naked eyeobserving is likewise out. If you don't havea solar filter perhaps a pinhole projection

can be fashioned. Punch a small hole in apiece of cardboard and hold another piecebehind it to catch the sun's image. Try itout before eclipse day.The eclipse path goes thru Nevadastarting at 18:19 PDT in Carson City,moves through northern Arizona thenAlbuquerque makes firstcontact at 18:28 MDT,annularity starts 19:33;lasting 4.5 minutes. Thattiming should be close toDenver's time as well.For the best view you'll wantto be able to see the low western sky.The DAS will support the eclipsewatch on the west side of the Museum ofNature and Science where there is a reallygood view of the western horizon. We willsupport it with solar telescopes or solarfiltered scopes and possibly with a talk or

two inside the museum. If you prefer themountains, the Falcon Peak Open Spacemountaintop parking lot might work, thothere are trees at its west end. You canreach the lot via Parmalee Gulch from 285or from Kittredge, then follow a number ofsmall brown signs to the lot. There are afew picnic benches and a shelter on theslope below the west end of the lot, whichare higher than the east end, these mightafford better views.An annular eclipse results in a ringlikesun not quite covered by the interveningmoon. I saw one in the 70's at Devil'sPostpile National Monument in theMammoth area on the east side of theSierra Nevada Mountains of California.The ranger had arranged his telescope toproject the sun's image on a piece of

Joe Gafford took this image of an annular eclipse in 1994 off of Highway 180 in West Texas. He used an OlympusOM1 film camera with Ektachrome 100 through a 60mm refractor plus a barlow and Thousand Oaks solar filter.

... in Denver the spectacle will
melt buildings and drive men

MAD  Aieeah!

A Publication of the Denver Astronomical Society

This month's featured talk at the DenverAstronomical Society is titled "TheMagnificent Yerkes Observatory of GeorgeEllery Hale", presentedby John W. Briggs.John is Astronomer inResidence at the HUTObservatory in Eagle,Colorado. His'spresent work includessolar systemastrometry, CCDphotometry, andeducational projectsinvolving schools,science centers, andrelated organizations. Recently a visitingscholar at Phillips Academy in Andover,Massachusetts, John served for many yearsas an instrumentation engineer based at theUniversity of Chicago's YerkesObservatory. Among projects during that

time were pioneering experiments withsodium laser "guide stars" now commonlyused in adaptive optics; instrumentcommissioning for the Sloan Digital SkySurvey; field engineering for the AdvancedTechnology Solar Telescope Site Survey;and three visits to Antarctica, including awinterover at South Pole Station forChicago's Center for AstrophysicalResearch in Antarctica.In earlier days John served as a parallaxobserver at Wesleyan's Van VleckObservatory. In residence at MountWilson, he observed chromosphericallyactive stars for the longrunning HKProject, the results of which suggest thatstars have solarlike Maunder minima intheir magnetic activity cycles. John enjoysthe history of astronomy and is a pastpresident of the Antique Telescope Society.He also served on the editorial staff of Sky& Telescope magazine in the 1980s.
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cardboard so that everyone could standaround the scope and view it safely. As thesun dimmed, bears and bigfoot came out torampage thru the crowd whilst giant squidthrashed in the nearby Middle Fork of theSan Joaquin River! An exciting day to besure. Okay, no Sasquatch, but we did loseone guy to the giant squid.The other upcoming 'Big Deal' is theVenus transit on Sunday June 5th. Thetransit starts around 16:09 (4:09 pm) andends around 22:49 (10:49 pm.) Of coursein between those times the sun will set, sowe won't be able to see the latter part ofthe transit. This will also be supported atDMNS and possibly will involve the bigscope at Chamberlin. Some sources mayhave more precise timing than I do. It mayeven appear in the paper or on TV news.Since this event takes place against the full

disk of the sun it is extremely dangerous toobserve without proper filtering.This month's meteor shower is theAquarids. They occur after the Venustransit on the 5th but will be competingwith a full moon. This month two goodplanets will be Mars, south of Leo in theevening, and Saturn, which rises a bit laterin Virgo.Speaking of Virgo, the famous galaxycluster there will be high on the south sideof overhead in the evening, so give it a try.Look in the astro mags or your star chartfor details of what's what within thecluster. The big elliptical galaxies M84,M86 & M87 are in the middle providinggravitational attraction for the rest of thecluster to gather 'round. You and yourtelescope can provide the attraction foryour own crowd.
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PRESIDENT'S CORNER BY RON PEARSONIf you are really interested in the sciencesof astronomy and call yourself anamateur or hobbyist, this is your time!Over the next few weeks we have twospecial and rare astronomical events thatwill attract the attention of the news media.These events may even cause "John Q.Public" to look up, briefly, from theirtexting and interrupt their daily routines forsomething going on in the sky. Since youmay have a telescope and probably knowmore about what's going on you have agreat opportunity to become anambassador of science,answer their questions asbest you can and givethem a look throughyour telescope.We will be settingup our solar filteredscopes at bothChamberlin and theDenver Museum ofNature and Science duringboth events. I hope you'lljoin us. Despite the fact thatscience and particularly thediscoveries of astronomy, have built thefoundation of our 21st century society, fewtruly realize that our Sun is a common staror that our moon can be seen in thedaytime; because it orbit the Earth 24 hrs.a day, not just at night. And, veryoccasionally, its path in the sky intersectsthe Sun in daytime. It is still "commonsense knowledge", expressed in ourlanguage, that the Sun rises and sets everyday, as if it orbited the Earth!While professional astronomers have

long since stopped measuring or evenwatching our moon pass in front of the Sunand governments of empires no longer setexpeditions sailing around the globe totake measurements of a Transit of Venus,we amateurs are still fascinated to watchsuch events. That makes us ambassadors.We can take our less knowledgeablefriends out into our solar system to witnessthe moon, and a planet as big as our earth,pass between Earth and the Sun! Just bywatching an explaining what an AnnularEclipse is and why it happens,there is the possibility todemonstrate that orbits ofbodies in the solar systemare not perfect circles as"common sense" mightsuggest, but weirdellipses! And there is justlooking at the Sun itself.With proper filters on atelescope we candemonstrate strange spots,prominences and all sort ofdetails that up until Galileopointed his first telescope at theheavens, few suspected, but assumed theSun must be an object of perfection. Today,you don't have to worry about being putunder house arrest or your observatory defunded and you exiled for viewing andtalking about these things. You do stand onthe shoulders of giants like Tycho, Galileo,Kepler, Halley and many others. Enjoy theevents and I hope you enjoy sharing thesemoments in the Sun as a member of DAS!
Clear skies and "Keep Looking Up!"
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DAS Events

May 2012 Events
General Meeting,
DU's Olin Hall  John Briggs
Experiences at Yerkes
7:30 p.m........................................... 4
EBoard Meeting, Chamberlin Obs.
7:30 p.m......................................... 11
Dark Sky Weekend
EGK Dark Site / Brooks Obs........ 1820
Open House
Partial Annular Eclipse at Chamberlin
Obs. (in park only) and DMNS
6:00 to 8:00 p.m.............................. 20
Open House
Chamberlin Observatory,
8:00 p.m......................................... 26

June 2012 Events
General Meeting
DU's Olin Hall, 7:30 p.m..................... 1
Transit of Venus at Chamberlin Obs.
and DMNS
4:00 to 8:00 p.m................................ 5
EBoard Meeting Chamberlin Obs.
7:30 p.m........................................... 8
Rocky Mountain Star Stare.......... 1317
Dark Sky Weekend..................... 1618
Father's Day................................... 17
Grand Canyon Star Party,
South Rim..................................1623
Open House Chamberlin Obs.
8:00 p.m......................................... 23

Public nights are held at ChamberlinObservatory Tue and Thur eveningsbeginning at the following times:
3/15  4/14 at 8:00 p.m.;4/15  8/31 at 8:30 p.m.;9/1  9/30 at 8:00 p.m.;10/1  3/10 at 7:00 p.m.
Costs to nonmembers are:$3.00 adults, $2.00 childrenPlease make reservations via ourwebsite (www.denverastro.org)or call (303) 8715172.

AL-CORNER:
RECENT DAS AL OBSERVING

PROGRAM ACTIVITIES BY DARRELL DODGE, DAS ALCORBecause most DAS deep sky observersseem to be shy about beingacknowledged for their accomplishments,you may not have realized just how manyAstronomical League Observing programshave been completed by DAS memberslately. Just as important is the fact thatmany members are now working onprograms such as the Herschel400, Arp Peculiar Galaxies,and the various star clustersand nebulae programs. Allof these programs offer achance to reinvigorate yourastronomical observing,increase your skills, andintroduce you to sightsyou've never seen before,like the row of edgeongalaxies that Bernie Poskus andJon DeJong discovered at the last DarkSky Weekend.Here's a list of the awards listed forDAS members since 2010. The number inparentheses is the overall AL sequencenumber for the award.
Lunar Program:Paul M. Scheele (712) 20101203Karen Tobo (748) 20111124
Binocular Messier Program:Al Frawley (914) 20110616
Messier Program:Bryan Fry(honorary  2479) 20100130Neil Pearson (2491) 20100130Bernard A. Poskus(honorary  2536) 20110210Paul M. Scheele(honorary  2537) 20110210David Delassus(honorary  2565) 20110930
Caldwell Program:Brian Fry silver (148) 20100129David Delassus silver(185) 20110816("silver" signifies observingat least 70 of the 109 CaldwellCatalog Objects)
Globular Cluster Program:Glenn Frank (172) 20100929
Herschel 400 Program:Glenn Frank (461) 20110716David Delassus (465) 20110817

Solar System Program:Glenn Frank (69) 20110723
Deep Sky Binocular Program:Glenn Frank (319) 20110730
In addition, Mike Hotka, whose awardsare listed under his LongmontAstronomical Society membership,has completed 7 observing clubprograms since 2010, includingGalaxy Groups and Clusters,Dark Sky Advocate, CarbonStar, Binocular Double Star,Dark Nebula, Flat Galaxies,and Sourthern Arp PeculiarGalaxies.Congratulations to all ofthese observers. Completing anAL observing program requiresdedication and a measure of creativity.The AL provides helpful and inexpensiveguidebooks for most programs which canbe purchased from the AL online store.And there are programs for everyastronomical interest, every skill andexperience level, virtually every telescope,and every type of observing site.For those interested in participating inthe Observing programs, there arecomplete instructions for each of thedozens of clubs on the AstronomicalLeague Web site at:www.astroleague.org/observing.html.If you're interested in exploring thelong list of DAS observing programawards, just type "Award Search" under"Observing Programs."

Over the years, eight DAS membershave earned the Herschel 400 Club pin,including current EBoard member ChuckCarlson.
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DAS PLANS FOR PARTIAL SOLAR ECLIPSE
MAY 20, 201 2 BY RON PEARSON, PRESIDENT, DASDAS members who don't head to thecenterline of the annular eclipse thisMay will have two places where they canset up their solar filtered telescopes; inDenver the partial solar eclipse will be lateon Sunday May 20th, 2012.DAS members can supportsafe public viewing of theeclipse from both DU HistoricChamberlin Observatory andthe Denver Museum of Natureand Science. Due to thecircumstances of the eclipseand trees, only a portion willbe viewable from ObservatoryPark at ChamberlinObservatory. The ChamberlinObservatory 20inch ClarkSaegmuller telescope will beopen but the public will not beable to look through it duringthe event due to the lowposition of the Sun during theeclipse. Images of the eclipse will beshown from the DAS Stellacam on thecompanion Grubb telescope monitors inthe dome room and downstairs on theprojection projection screen. DASmembers with solar filtered telescopes mayset up on the south lawn in the park.Viewing from the east side of the park willprovide the best views. From theobservatory dome, the sun will disappearbehind the trees around 7:00 p.m.Chamberlin Director, Dr. Bob Stenceladds, "assuming the weather cooperates,we could use all the help possible withportable solar viewing equipment out inthe park, in order to share the view with

interested public. Given that the eclipse(for us) runs ~6:30 p.m. to sunset (8:00p.m.), we're announcing that safe solarviewing will be conducted at ObservatoryPark on Sun May 20th, SIX TO EIGHT

PM, weather permitting. The Venus transitis a bit more favorable, starting at FOURPM on Tues June 5th, and ending for us atsunset (midtransit). For that date, we areannouncing FOUR TO EIGHT PM for thepublic, weather permitting. Again, any/allDAS help will be appreciated by thepublic/media who stop by, and by yourstruly."DAS members with solar telescopescan also volunteer to set up at the DenverMuseum of Nature and Science to sharetheir views with the public from theDMNS west patio and possibly the SkyTerrace. At DMNS there is a very open

horizon to the west and most of the eclipsewill be visible as the partially eclipsed sunsets over the Denver skyline. If you wantto volunteer for this event you will need tocontact me at president@denverastro.org.Exact times for set up for theevent at DMNS are not yetdetermined as of this writing, butwatch our website and yahoogroup for announcements. Theremay be a limit on the number oftelescope volunteers for DMNSdepending on space for set upallowed.There are similar plans andcircumstances for observing theupcoming Transit of Venus onJune 5th, 2012. Watch for comingdetails.
Source:http://eclipse.gsfc.nasa.gov/JSEX/JSEXNA.html

Location: Chamberlin Observatory,Denver, CO.Latitude: 39° 40' 34" NLongitude: 104° 57' 11" WAltitude: 1651 mTime Zone: 06:00 W
Partial Eclipse Begins: 6:22:59 MDT Sunat 19 deg. altitudeSun goes behind trees from Chamberlindome approx. 7:00 pm MDTMax. Eclipse at: 7:29:53 MDT Sun at 7deg. altitude, Azimuth 291 deg.Partial Eclipse Ends: 8:09 p.m. MDTSunset at 8:12 p.m. MDT

FOR CLOUDY NIGHTS BY LISA JUDD

Simulated view of partially eclipsed Sun almost duewest ,12 degrees up @ 7pm May 20th, 2012 createdwith Starry Night Pro 6.4.3 15 x 9 deg. FOV

Cryptoquip: Hint: C=H

"R 'K MYYHSF TSWRSIS RH BH CYHSMA ZBHNSS

ACBH R QYVWK RH MAYHSM UFYL ACS MNZ."

Thomas Jefferson, on meteorites
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PUZZLERS BY JACK EASTMANPerhaps something to entertain ourreaders (observers). I was thinking ofthese the other day perhaps a dangerousthing for me! No high powered mathneeded, just a bunch of arithmetic watchthat decimal point! Maybe for the bug inthe bottle use of logarithms (base 10)might be helpful. Here goes...
First, the paper cutting.Get a real good sharp pair of scissorsand a large sheet of paper. A very largesheet! Let's say the paper is 0.00419inches thick.(0.1021mm) Cut saidsheet in half, place thehalves on top of eachother and cut that inhalf, repeat the process100 times. How tall isthe stack of pieces afterthat last cut?

Then the bottle of bugs.The variation of this one we usuallyhear is the business of a little bug (ormaybe a lily pad in your backyard pool)that doubles once a day. The bottle is fullafter one year. The usual question is whenis it half full? Jan. 1, 2011 one bug. FullJan. 1, 2012. But a bigger (pun intended)question is, assuming our little bug to havea volume of one cubic micrometer (onetrillion of the beasts/cubic centimeter) howbig a bottle do we need to hold all of 'em?How many bugs after a year and how bigdoes the bottle need tobe to hold ‘em all?
The quickie answers:Perhaps a hint forthe paper problemwould be the HubbleConstant is73(km/sec)/mpc.

The height of the stack? A cool 13.7billion light years, just high enough totickle the event horizon of our observableuniverse. That last couple of cuts wouldreally be a bear!!The other one came up truly mindboggling. I had Brad Scheafer and MarkBottorff referee my answers, we all agree.First, (and I'm amazed how few get this!)When is the bottle half full? Think aboutit. They double once a day. The day beforeany given day, there's half as many. Yep,December 31, 2011, one day before a fullbottle. Now the mind boggling part. Howmany bugs? somewhere in the vicinity of1E110, that's approximately 1 followed by110 zeroes! How big a bottle? Carryingthe calculations to at least 3digit precision,it comes up in the vicinity 8.24 trilliontimes the volume of the observableuniverse!!! Watch your calculator chokeon that one arithmetic overflow!

NASA HELPS EUROPE STUDY A COMET BY DR. TONY PHILLIPSEurope’s Rosetta spacecraft is on itsway to intercept comet67P/ChuryumovGerasimenko. Cometshave been intercepted before, but thismission is different. Rosetta aims to makehistory by landing a probe on the comet’ssurface while themother ship orbitsoverhead.“Rosetta is theEuropeanequivalent of aNASA flagshipmission,” explainsClaudia Alexander,project scientist forthe U.S. RosettaProject at NASA'sJet PropulsionLaboratory. “It willconduct the mostcomprehensivestudy of a cometever performed.”Rosetta’spayload contains 21instruments (11 onthe orbiter, 10 onthe lander) designedto study almostevery aspect of the comet’s chemistry,structure, and dynamics. Three of thesensors were contributed by the U.S.: Alice(an ultraviolet spectrometer), IES (an ionand electron sensor), and MIRO (amicrowave sounder).

The main event of the mission willlikely be the landing. The 100kg lander,which looks a bit like a cross betweenNASA’s old Viking Mars landers and amodern microsatellite, will spend twoweeks fastened to the comet’s icy surface.The Europeanbuiltprobe will collectsamples for analysisby onboardmicroscopes andtake stunningpanoramic imagesfrom ground level.“First the landerwill study thesurface from closerange to establish abaseline before thecomet becomesactive,” explainsAlexander. “Thenthe orbiter willinvestigate the flowof gas and dustaround the comet'sactive, ventingnucleus.”Rosetta’s sensorswill perform theexperiments that reveal how the chemicalspresent interact with one another and withthe solar wind. Alice and MIRO detectuncharged atoms and molecules, while IESdetects the ions and electrons as the solarwind buffets the nucleus.

One problem that often vexesastronomers when they try to study cometsis visibility. It’s hard to see through thedusty veil of gas billowing away from theheated nucleus. The microwaves MIROdetects can penetrate the dust, so MIROcan see and measure its target moleculeseven when other instruments can’t.MIRO is one of several experimentsfocused on the comet’s structuralproperties. It will determine the comet’sdielectric constant, emissivity, and thermalconductivity to determine whether it ismade of a powdery loose material, has adetectable layer of loose material, or ishard as rock.“We want to find out whether cometshave retained material from when the solarsystem formed,” says Alexander. “If theancient materials are still there, we can getan idea of what conditions were like at thedawn of the solar system.”Rosetta enters orbit in 2014. Stay tunedfor updates!Check out “Comet Quest,” the new,free iPhone/iPad game that has youoperating the Rosetta spacecraft yourself.Get the link at spaceplace.nasa.gov/cometquest.

This article was provided by the JetPropulsion Laboratory, California Instituteof Technology, under a contract with theNational Aeronautics and SpaceAdministration.

Rosetta’s lander Philae will eject from thespacecraft, touch down on the comet’snucleus, and immediately fire a harpoon intothe surface to anchor itself so it won’t drift offin the weak gravity.
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BEGINNER'S BIT: STAR COLORS BY LISA JUDDThis subject can easily move into thefield of stellar physics, and thus maybe enjoyed by armchair astronomers andvisual observers alike. A star’s color tellsus its temperature, with hotter ones beingblue and cooler ones being red. But forsake of learning the constellations, thereare surprisingly few maps or literarysources that display the colors as well asthe brightnesses. If you’re getting confusedabout which stars go with which pictures,it would be helpful if star maps providedthis information.Since they’re usually pretty striking,we might as well start with the red ones.Unfortunately, their names are similar –Aldebaran, Antares, Achernar, Arcturus;and not to be confused with double Albireoor variable Algol. Achernar, only visiblefrom the extreme southern United States, isactually white but it’s so low on thehorizon that it often looks red. Aldebaran isan orange foreground star imposed againstthe backdrop of the Hyades, and Arcturusat the base of Bootes is often confused asMars. For some reason Arcturus doesn’ttwinkle much (planets don’t), but it’s not inthe zodiac either.Antares, the flaming heart of thescorpion, is a double system comprised of

a red supergiant and a green giant. Thesupergiant’s glare washes out the greenone, but sometimes you may see a greenishflare to one side. The name means “Rivalof Mars”, and since it’s near the ecliptic,Mars can come very close to it. Legendhas it that when they came close theywould fight, and the victor gets to continuemoving along the ecliptic (Mars alwayswins). Zeus also placed it so it would neverfight with Orion.Antares is also opposite in the sky fromwinter’s Betelgeuse, which is the brightshoulder of Orion. Both of these areenormous stars – if you put them where thesun is they would engulf all the planets outto Saturn. Other red stars include Kochab,along the bottom of the bowl of the littledipper; Mirach on the way to theAndromeda Galaxy, and to a lesser extentDubhe, at the lip of the big dipper.Warming up, we come to the yellow stars,both of which are in winter – Capella is“the Goat Star”, supposedly the goat thatnursed Zeus, and Pollux is the dimmer ofthe two heads of the twins.Most of the bright stars in the sky arewhite. Castor, the other of the two headsof the twins, is actually a 6star system, butwe’re lucky to see just two in scopes.

Others include Polaris the north star,Regulus the heart of Leo and Denebola thetail, Spica (the only bright star in Virgo),summer triangle stars Vega and Altair,Mirfak in Perseus, Orion’s belt stars(alnitak, Alnitam and Mintaka), lonelyProcyon (between the twins and Sirius),and even lonelier Fomalhaut in fall’ssouthern sky. The rest of the big dipper’sstars and those in Cassiopeia are also allwhite.The hottest stars are blue. In thesummer triangle, Deneb has an incrediblelight output; it’s only slightly dimmer thanVega, but is 1500 light years away asopposed to Vega’s 26. Rigel is the otherbright star in Orion, on the knee. Thebluest one, Sirius – only 8 light years away is the brightest star in the sky. If you livein the southern United States, you mightglimpse Canopus in the far south wheneverSirius is high overhead; this is the secondbrightest star and has a bluish tinge. Alphaand Beta Centauri, and the stars of theSouthern Cross, are also bright but they’retoo far south to discuss here.As with anything I contribute, addenda,questions, comments and corrections arewelcome. My email address islm_judd@hotmail.com.

NASA WANTS AMATEURS TO TARGET ASTEROIDS NASA RELEASE 1 2-1 21

WASHINGTON  A new NASAoutreach project will enlist the help ofamateur astronomers to discover nearEarth objects (NEOs) and study theircharacteristics. NEOs are asteroids withorbits that occasionally bring them close tothe Earth.Starting today, a new citizen scienceproject called "Target Asteroids!" willsupport NASA's Origins SpectralInterpretation Resource IdentificationSecurity  Regolith Explorer (OSIRISREx) mission objectives to improve basicscientific understanding of NEOs. OSIRISRex is scheduled for launch in 2016 andwill study material from an asteroid.Amateur astronomers will help bettercharacterize the population of NEOs,including their position, motion, rotationand changes in the intensity of light theyemit. Professional astronomers will usethis information to refine theoreticalmodels of asteroids, improving theirunderstanding about asteroids similar tothe one OSIRISRex will encounter in2019, designated 1999 RQ36.OSIRISRex will map the asteroid's

global properties, measure nongravitational forces and provideobservations that can be compared withdata obtained by telescope observationsfrom Earth. In 2023, OSIRISREx willreturn back to Earth at least 2.11 ounces(60 grams) of surface material from theasteroid.Target Asteroids! data will be useful forcomparisons with actual mission data. Theproject team plans to expand participantsin 2014 to students and teachers."Although few amateur astronomershave the capability to observe 1999 RQ36itself, they do have the capability toobserve other targets," said Jason Dworkin,OSIRISREx project scientist at NASA'sGoddard Space Flight Center in Greenbelt,Md.Previous observations indicate 1999RQ36 is made of primitive materials.OSIRISREx will supply a wealth ofinformation about the asteroid'scomposition and structure. Data also willprovide new insights into the nature of theearly solar system and its evolution, orbitsof NEOs and their impact risks, and thebuilding blocks that led to life on Earth.

Amateur astronomers long haveprovided NEO tracking observations insupport of NASA's NEO ObservationProgram. A better understanding of NEOsis a critically important precursor in theselection and targeting of future asteroidmissions.NASA's Goddard Space Flight Centerin Greenbelt, Md., will provide overallmission management, systems engineeringand safety and mission assurance forOSIRISREx. Dante Lauretta is themission's principal investigator at theUniversity of Arizona. Lockheed MartinSpace Systems in Denver will build thespacecraft. OSIRISREx is the thirdmission in NASA's New FrontiersProgram. NASA's Marshall Space FlightCenter in Huntsville, Ala., manages NewFrontiers for the agency's Science MissionDirectorate in Washington.
For more information about NASA,visit: http://www.nasa.gov
For more information on TargetAsteroids! and OSIRISREx, visit:http://osirisrex.lpl.arizona.edu
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I’m happy to report that we have our firstreponses for our new job jar! In fact, thebiggest positions got takers right away.Here they are:
Ron Hranac is our newFacebook administrator.You may recognize Ron asthe guy that does meteoritedisplays and education atOpen Houses and DMNSevents, and as one of ourboard members. For thosethat didn’t know we have aFacebook page, we shouldexpect that it’ll be used by more of ournew volunteers and increase participationby young members.
One of our newestmembers, Amanda Perry,is not only replacing Keithas our newest OutreachCoordinator, but alsofound us looking toresurrect the StudentCoordinator job. Amandais a graduate student inPhysics and has abackground in marketing. She also foundus a great discount on printing the rosters,with stapling services included.
Norm Rosling will behelping us in the domeduring Open house. Heserved DAS well as thepast Vice President, and isalso a certified Chamberlinscope operator. We expectto have one other newperson soon who may liketo help with crowd control.
For the next couple ofmonths Luis Uribe, a firstyear member, will belayingout and editing ournewsletter. Luis has justreturned to amateurastronomy after a longabsence with the purchaseof a Orion XT8 andassorted periferals. He iscurrently the Director of Production for theDenver Business Journal and is very activein junior league soccer. Luis has Masters inOperations and Accounting/Finance fromRegis University and interests inprobabilistic logic, navigation, astrometryEsperanto and chess.

JOB JAR
Calendar Notices CoordinatorThis person submits notices for Open Houses to local papers andthe Denver Post’s “Your Hub” feature. The notice person should befamiliar with local papers and how to submit timely informationabout DAS to them; attendance isn’t required.

Forum finder for “The City Dark” documentary“The City Dark” is a new film offered on loan to organizations thatsubmit venues to publicize and show it. Littleton may be droppingtheir lighting restrictions, we would like to show the DVD atDarrell’s church where we had our banquet, and would also like tofind other places to show the film around the city. If you’re avenue scrounge, please consider this effort.
Roster Assistant AdministratorDarrell does a great job of keeping track of our member list, usedfor Constant Contact notices to inform us of meetings andnewsletter, and for the Astronomical League to send out theReflector. It’s a timeconsuming job, so we need someone to helpwith proofreading, updating email addresses, and sending memberrenewal notices. Requires familiarity with Microsoft Access.

Telescope Operator TraineesChamberlin observatory is open every Tuesday and Thursday nightfor the public. As operators come and go, we are always in need ofa fresh crop of people to learn to run the scope. Contact any DASofficer or Dr. Bob to start your certification process – it’s alwaysfun and a wonderful privilege to have.

DAS ACTIVITIES AND POSITIONS BY LISA JUDD

The image was taken by the Mars Rover and enhanced by Luis Uribeusing a Python script; cross pixel contrast matching. The red martianhaze was removed in Photoshop using a LAB color cast removaltechniques in the A and B channels. Blue skies for PK Dick fans.

Many thanks to the following people, whohave stepped up to volunteer for our club.Your help is greatly appreciated, and we’dlove to see your work! We still needsomeone to post our presence in the

Denver Post’s “Your Hub” feature, and ofcourse we’re perpetually looking for newAlvan Clark operator trainees. So, here’sthe next round:
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